LEVEL ONE OM AS LOW AS $00.00

WHY IS OPERATIONAL MAINTENANCE IMPORTANT?

→ Extend Your Truck Life
   - Longer operation time
   - Higher resale value

→ Improve Your Productivity
   - Higher equipment efficiency
   - Increased uptime
   - Lower operational costs

→ Protect Your Investment
   - Helps ensure a small problem does not turn into costly repairs

MAINTENANCE OPTIONS

FOR RELIABLE PRODUCTIVITY: PROBLEM SOLVED

LEVELS OF SERVICE

Behind every productive operator is a well-maintained machine. It’s easy to sustain exceptional productivity when you entrust your routine maintenance needs to a Pro-Tech Certified Technician. Our skilled technicians are provided state-of-the-art training to ensure your truck, or fleet of trucks, continues to operate at optimal performance levels.

With multiple operational maintenance options available, we can offer a maintenance plan to accommodate almost any budget or working environment. Let us recommend the best option for your application.
In addition to the Level One OM Services, this scheduled maintenance plan covers the remaining scheduled maintenance intervals that typically occur at 1,000, 2,000, and 4,000 hours**. These services would typically include such items as: engine tune-up; transmission and hydraulic fluid and filter replacement; coolant replacement; lubrication of axle bearings; and inspection of additional systems including brakes, steering, and fuel systems*. The Balanced Budget OM plan ensures your truck conforms to factory recommended Operational Maintenance services and is in compliance with the manufacturer's required maintenance should warrantable repairs occur. The Balanced Budget OM provides you with a fixed monthly billing program for all unique intervals associated with Operational Maintenance services throughout the year.

With our Engine Care plan, we combine our Balanced Budget OM program with Yale’s enhanced extended coverage plan for the engine and engine cooling system. If you are looking for coverage that can eliminate maintenance cost spikes due to repairs resulting from engine or cooling system failures while keeping your truck maintained in accordance with factory recommendations, then the Engine Care Plan* is for you. The Engine Care OM plan covers internal combustion trucks powered by gasoline or LPG fuel only, with capacities up to 15,500 lbs. and terms up to 10,000 hours or 5 years, whichever comes first.

This plan covers components and systems above the Engine Care Plan providing a more comprehensive, enhanced plan. Combined with our Balanced Budget OM, this extended coverage plan also includes such items as transmission, drive unit, electronics, seals, and bearings. This plan is offered on all electric powered and internal combustion trucks with capacities up to 36,000 lbs. for a term up to 10,000 hours or 5 years, whichever comes first*.

Our Full Maintenance plan offers the most comprehensive coverage, including all levels of OM services, as well as parts replacement coverage on nearly every part on your lift truck. Offered at a fixed monthly rate, our Full Maintenance plan, can eliminate those unforeseen maintenance costs that may arise over the life of the truck. This plan may exclude certain wear items such as seats, tires, and forks and typically will not cover neglect and avoidable damage.

* Ask us about coverage details on all offered plans.
** Intervals can vary by type and brand of truck.